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Abstract:

Star Wars Combine is a game involving thousands of players in a virtual world. Each player impersonates a
character that continues evolving even when the player is not connected. Players have formed groups, called
factions, that are self-organized. The more members a faction has, the more complicated to manage it becomes.
The goal of this work is to create an infrastructure to allow faction management tools to automatically update
their data with the information maintained on the game server. The web services technology is chosen for the
various advantages it offers. While this technology is already widely accepted in the business world, its use
in a game context is totally new. It seems that web services have gained their place in the game world and
will continue to be developed. Hopefully, this experiment will convince other game designers to adapt their
platforms in a similar manner.
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INTRODUCTION

Web services are widely used by several companies to
maximize their e-commerce products. In view of all
the advantages that such services offer, we wondered
whether they could also be usefully integrated into
Massively Multi-Player On-line Role-Playing Games,
briefly MMORPGs. We tried to apply them to a wellknown MMORPG called Star Wars Combine1 , briefly
SWC. The experience revealed soon to be fully successful, as we will explain in this paper.
SWC is defined by its main developers as follows :
“The Star Wars Combine is a free massively multi-player on-line role-playing simulation game, based on the Star Wars universe, developed by amateurs during their spare time.”
Through its simulation aspects, SWC introduces
and develops the concept of factions. Factions are
groups of players who are given in-game tools to organize and manage themselves. The faction leaders
have access to various data concerning their factions:
membership statistics, reports, inventory status, maps,
1
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etc. With time, a growing need emerged for the factions to be able to retrieve information in a usable format and to import it in their own application.
The project consisted in trying to develop a clientserver architecture using web services technology. By
invoking remote methods, factions would be able to
perform various actions without using the game interface anymore, but by using their own application instead. Among the system specifications, the communication system to be created would have to be easy
for both server and client programmers to implement,
while offering security features to allow users to authenticate themselves and retrieve the data in relation
to their characters’ access levels.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly presents the SWC game concepts and its current architecture. Section 3 defines our objectives and
explains why the web services technology was chosen
to set up a new communication infrastructure. Section 4 presents the implementation design. Section 5
discusses security mechanisms such as the authentication and the authorization processes. Section 6 shows
how the web services were perceived by the community, as illustrated by some usage statistics. Section
7 concludes with an evaluation of the work and perspectives for future developments.
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SWC OVERVIEW

As already mentioned in the introduction, SWC is a
MMORPG based on the Star Wars universe, developed by amateurs during their spare time. It offers
one of the best Star Wars universe simulation with its
own various game mechanisms related to the physics,
economics, politics or engineering in the universe.
As in any role-playing game, the character is one
of the most important game concepts. Any player
joining the game is invited to create his own character with various specific skills that he will be able to
enhance throughout the game. In most MMORPGs
when a player disconnects, his character is saved in
the game database and his avatar disappears from the
game. When the player returns, his character reappears somewhere in the game universe. SWC has
adopted a different approach: once a player has created a character, his character remains in the game
universe until it gets killed. This is referred as characters persistence.
Factions are another main concept of SWC, as
shown in Figure 1. Factions are groups of players
who are organizing and managing themselves. SWC
proposes a complete system allowing any player to
create his own faction whenever he wishes. He will,
however, have to fulfill a few in-game conditions such
as a determined capital, in-game cash, or in-game assets as well as out-of-game conditions such as the creation of a web site. Upon foundation of a new faction,
the player may again decide in which area his faction
will work and develop, e.g., a faction may specialize
in bounty hunting, mining, trading, or any other activities. In order to manage themselves, factions can
use tools made available to them through the game
interface. Those tools are very useful and offer various ways to manage the faction, but the possibilities
to export the data remain limited. While exporting
data does not seem very useful for small factions, it
is a very attractive feature for most of the medium to
large scale factions, that have most of the time developed a dynamic web site as well their own application
and tools.
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OBJECTIVES AND
MOTIVATION

The purpose of creating a web services infrastructure is to allow communications between heterogeneous machines and the game engine. In large factions, groups of players tend to develop their own
tools to improve their management capacities and enlarge their game experience. Web services would allow those tools to be automatically updated with fresh
data. The three specific objectives of this work are
therefore the following:
1. To develop a web services architecture for the game
server already in place. By invoking remote methods, factions will be able to perform various actions
without using the game interface anymore, but by
using their own application instead. Among the
system specifications, the communication system
to be created will have to be easy for both server
and client programmers to implement, while offering security features to allow users to authenticate
themselves and retrieve the data in relation to their
character access levels.
2. To integrate the web service infrastructure into the
already deployed game server with respect of both
server security and game rules.
3. To demonstrate the technology usability and measure its acceptance among the whole community.
The decision of using web services technologies to
enable remote faction management was made for the
following reasons:
• Faction communication has clearly a distributed
computing nature: parts of the solution exist in
multiple network endpoints.
• The solution has to be built and run by various organizations involving different administration teams.
• The data need to be available to more than just the
core application that generates and maintains them.
• Most of the transactions should become automated
and therefore extensive use of machine-to-machine
communication is preferable.
• The solution needs to be flexible to respond to the
various changes that future developments could require from any partner.

Figure 1: SWC main concepts

Today, SWC counts more than 2000 active players,
all interacting with the game engine through a webbased game interface. This Graphical User Interface,
briefly GUI, is the only existing way to interact with
the game engine.

While web services have been adopted by major
companies such as Google or Amazon, it does not
seem that any game has already truly made the step
of widely using them. Most existing games using
web services as part of their core features are very
basic ones such as Tic-Tac-Toe games. Other games
are using web services: for example, YaYa LLC2 has
2
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developed a platform using web services capabilities
that allow software designers to create games capturing data on a player’s preferences, e.g., for car models. This information is then delivered to a Customer
Relationship Management system, e.g., the car manufacturer.

4

Figure 3: SWC layers web services

DESIGN CHOICES

The SWC technology is an on-line browser-based
game model. The server runs the simulation logic
and generates web pages to interface with the players.
The whole game is therefore centralized in one location and no information is transmitted to third parties’
web sites. The primary purpose of the SWC web services is to enable client interaction with the simulation server. Two models of communication exist.

Figure 3 shows how the web services infrastructure components (remote objects and remote methods
interface, web services logic and management interface) will be integrated into the already existing production server. Web services represent an alternative
to the classical web interface used to interact with the
game server. They lay between the client and the libraries, next to the web interface. A new set of rules,
proper to web services, are created to handle web
services access. These authorization rules are completely independent from the “In-Game” rules that belong to the simulation.

5

(a) Direct trust

SECURITY FEATURES

The authentication and authorization mechanisms are
not independent from each other. The partners which
are involved in the authorization process need to have
their identity verified by the authentication process.
The SWC security requirements are as follows:
• The administrators need to be able to control which
faction has access to a particular web service.
• The game requires a user authentication to perform
character actions.
• Factions can not be trusted and should not handle
critical user information such as user password.
• A web site can be used by multiple factions.
• A faction can be using multiple web sites.

(b) Indirect trust

5.1

Authentication

Figure 2: Trust models

The direct trust relationship model, Figure 2(a) enables third parties’ applications to directly connect
to the central application and perform actions or updates. The GUI becomes one of the many applications
that connect to the server and permits user interaction.
In the indirect trust relationship model, Figure 2(b),
third parties’ clients are enable to interact with each
other directly and to develop their own client server
architecture that allows client applications to directly
interact with the game server.

The web service authentication and authorization
processes are composed of three following steps pictured in Figure 4:
1. User authentication and creation of a authentication contract: When a user wants to authenticate to use web services features offered on a web
site, the web site redirects him to a SWC authentication page. The authentication page uses the id of
the client to warn the user that the specified client
is trying to authenticate him and displays a login
form (Step 1a). Once successfully authenticated,

Figure 4: Authentication process overview

the SWC server generates a contract. The contract
includes information such as the user identification
number, the client identification number and the
contract validity duration. Then, the server redirects the user to the web site. It uses the user’s
browser to communicate to the client a contract
identification string. If the client is not registered
as a web interface, the authentication page simply
displays the identification string (Step 1b).
2. Client authentication and generation of a security token: In order to work, SWC web services
require security tokens, briefly sToken. The sToken must be provided for each web services call by
the client. A sToken is an object abstraction of a
few security information such as the contract identification string or the query number. In order to
obtain a valid sToken, the client has to request one
from the SWC server using a web service (Step 2).
3. Accessing web services using a sToken: Using
the sToken received in Step 2, the client can try to
access web services. The client simply has to provide the sToken in every web service call it makes.
All communications are encrypted using SSL, this
prevents third parties to access the exchanged informations (Step 3).

5.2

advertisement. They are really easy to implement
but do not offer many functionalities. They can be
used to obtain server time, time conversion and the
list of all visible systems in the galaxy or estimate
time of arrival for a given travel.
• Client-restricted web services: These web services require only client authentication. They
have more functionalities than public web services: clients can download the whole galactic
map, browse the character profiles or connect to the
galactic news system.
• User-restricted web services: These web services
require both client and user authentication. Players
can download their character information, list the
faction members, connect to their personal inventory or retrieve their faction assets.
The authorization process has two main objectives: allowing administrators to introduce restrictions aimed at preventing abuses (via so-called administrator rules) as well as allowing users to introduce
restrictions aimed at protecting their privacy (via socalled user rules).
The administrators can introduce restrictions via
rules of the following types:
• User rules: Such rules have the finest granularity.
They allow the administrator to authorize or deny
web service access to a particular character using a
specified client. A user-type rule requires that user
authentication is used in order to apply.
• Factions rules: Such rules have a lower granularity
as they manage all the members of a faction at the
same time. They are only effective if no user rule
was found and if user authentication is used.
• Clients rules: Client rules have a lower priority
and granularity than the two previous ones. They
manage all connections made by anyone trying to
access particular web services with a given client.
• Default rules: Default rules have the lowest priority and granularity of of all. They allow the administrator to set up a default behavior when accessing
a web service.
Additional rules have to be set up by the user.
These rules ensure that the user has deliberately allowed a client to access a web service using its account.

Authorization

The SWC web services are grouped in the following
three categories:
• Public web services: These web services do not
require any kind of authentication. Their purpose is

Figure 5: Authorization rules for WS requiring client authentication

Figure 5 represents the different steps the authorization goes through before access is granted or de-

nied to a particular client. In case of user authentication, the user needs to authorize the client to use
the web services. The authorization process uses four
filters to get to a decision as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Authorization rules for WS requiring user authentication

Although this system allows a very fine control of
what can be done or not, it got some negative feedback. The user authorization steps were seen as too
complicated, as many users were not aware of which
web services are involved in most transactions. As an
improvement, users proposed the creation of a package concept. Packages are sets of web services that
are working in the same semantic domain. For example, an inventory package was created to group all
the web services related to the various assets owned
by a faction. For each package, a description is available. Furthermore, for each web service in a package,
a user friendly description is provided.
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COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE

One major objective of this project is to observe how
the SWC community responds to the creation of the
web services infrastructure. Measuring community
acceptance of new features, such as the web services
proposed in this paper, in a massively multi-player online role-player game is a difficult task. The measurement includes many elements, which need to be analyzed by various specialists such as psychologists, sociologists, game experts, etc. However, the following
indicators predict a good future for a wider adoption
of web services in the MMORPGs context:
• The large number of clients developed or being developed over a very short period of time.
• The numerous complaints about the imperfections
in the pilot web services architecture proposed.
• The huge number of requests coming from the developers for new web services features.
• The high number of utilizations revealed via the
statistics tool.
• The initiative taken by some developers to create a
wiki web site dedicated to document the web services component and share their code.
• The great speed at which bugs have been identified.
So far, twenty two clients went through the registration process successfully. The Galactic Empire is

one of the largest faction in the game and provides all
its members with a single and user-friendly web page
containing all the galactic news.
The CenterPoint Space Station, another large faction, is using web services to keep its inventories up
to date. Once a player has performed authentication
through the web services mechanism, he has access to
all his character’s belongings and he can also obtain a
list of his faction’s assets, provided he has the required
privileges. Furthermore, the CenterPoint Space Station has created a dynamic map to locate its assets in
the galaxy. Assets are marked with dots on the map.
When moving the mouse to one of these dots, the user
can obtain various information about the assets placed
there.
One of the main activities of the Galactic Corporation consists of an on-line auction web site for objects
in the galaxy. It is concerned with many security issues, in particular the verification of its user accounts.
Not surprisingly, the Galactic Corporation has mainly
been using account verification web services.
Every time a client is successfully authenticated
and authorized to use a web service, a record containing its clientID, the userID, the time and the web
services requested is stored on the database. All these
data are then used for statistics purposes. Figure 7
shows the web services use from 16 June to 8 August
2005. The huge amount of calls made by the Galactic Empire in order to access the news system should
be noticed. Security measures have to be taken to
avoid massive resources consumption by a minority
of clients. An automated limitation tool will need to
be put in place so as to avoid abuses or unfortunate
incidents.
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CONCLUSIONS

Today, SWC web services have reached the stage of
direct trust relationship defined in Section 4. The
large number of clients developed in a very short time
has demonstrated the usability of the technology. The
current release of the SWC web services component
allows clients to retrieve information about inventories, characters, galaxy map, galactic news and time
as structured data easily integrable in any other applications.
While building the web services server application
and proving its usability and usefulness was quite
an achievement, the community acceptance objective
was not forgotten. We think this objective was also
reached, as demonstrated by the comments received
from users.
As for the future of the web services component,
we strongly believe that it can easily be expanded to
include new features. As the infrastructure is now in

Figure 7: SWC web services usage

place, this would not take up much time. On the other
hand, it would be very useful to set up a developer
working group to insure that the new features are in
line with the game rules.
Concerning the development of the next version
that would allow to reach the indirect trust relationship stage, we, however, recommend to pay great attention to the following aspects:
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